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TWO DECADES OP EXPERIENCE WITH EDUCATIONAL R&D CENTERS

_ NaliOn
National Institute of ltd.ication

As the National_Inititute of Education begins a process of

competing educational RAD centers to be funded in fiscal year 1985 it
will have two decadie of experience to -draw Upon. The -first educational

R&D centers were funded in 1964 under the Coops*ative Research Act
administered by the research program of the U. S.-Office of EdUcation.

Within the next fow *ears a tote' Of eleven such centers were started.

In addition. two centers were started under the vocational education
legislation. and one large_project_, was:given center status. _Of the

fourteen. one bediMe a regional laboratory (new defunct). four mere
discontinued. and bite wore transferred to the National Institute of

Education whet the Institute was established in 1972 and are still in

operation.

It Is the purpose of this -paper to provide soma backgound for the_

four study groups that are assiating_NIE in identifying missions for the

center competition. It preeenti a short history of the R&D center
prograi. identifies key issue a in the operation of educational R&D

centers. and I:insets some_leasons that vie'', applied to the new

competition and to monitoring R&D centers by the Institute in the future.

The paper is based on a rev!** of the_Iitarature including studies- of the

program. interviews with several center institutional monitors, and"the

personal_experience of the author, who directed the RAD,Chater Program

Q.: from 1964 to 1972 and has been aotenior staff member of thi_National

Institute of_Education since 1974 UnfortunateIyi_within_the_liMits of

this paper. it will be possible 647 to hit some of the highlights. We

Mill not deal with such important Issues as other centeraiodelt (e.g.

the policy centers, the National Laboratory for Early_Childhood

Education. and N/S's hnon=405F 'centers"). or larger educational R&D

system Jo:nu-EA.

A ThiWAinail-Ilistony-of-Federal__Educational R&D Centers

1963-72: R&D Center-Program-Management._11SOE

'The first competition for R&D centers was held in SepteMber, 1963.

=Aar the lothOritetion of the Cooperative Reseaidh Att. This was

nearlyti00_years prior to the passage of the Elementary And Secondary

EdiditiOn Att (ESEWof 1965 and the authortietion of regional education

laboritOries under Title IV of that act.

The Centers represented the government's first venture- beyond the

support Of Individual projects and into the realm of Big Science; The

new program was:

. . . a response to at least three major concerns that had
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built up with respect to prior efforts in educational research
and development. In the first place previous efforts tended
to be small scale and fragmented, and consequently the results
were neither conclusive nor cumulative. Second, t re -was a

concern about the gap between research and practice. Research
results were not being used as a basis for developing new
educational material' or practices, and such products as were
developed were slow to be adopted in large numbers of schools.
Communication between universities, and teacher training
institutions, state departments of education, and local
school systems was poor. Third, it was recognised that the
field of education had not attracted the necessary resources
from the behavidtel sciences and other disciplines, and their
active involvement with educational problems was highly
desirable." (Mason, 1968)

The concept of a programmatic effort was central. It subsumed'
several key ideas (adapted from Mason' 1967):

o ConCentrition of effort on a significant education problem

o Interrelated projects and activities planned to achieve.-
defined objectives

o Responsibility for_program management aelegated to center

adminlitr ts with broad responsibility to the Office of
Of RdUdia on

o Intetdiediplinary teams recruited from throughout the
university as required by the problems_addressed

o vattiCal integration_ofirtiVities across the full range off

research, development, d dissemination functions

These guidelines have remained more or less constant throughout. the .

hiettity of the program. _bran during the_period of the "program purchase
policy" (see_belOW),-sitenter programs were expected to have these

characteristics. While some have assumedthati with the advent the
libeireteitide and other specialized institutions; the role et the centers
bad been truntated, no such change in policy was ever formalised: The

only- major attempt to establish a division of labor bitween a center and

a labOrettity WM the cooperation of the Learning Research and Development _

Center (LRDC) at the University of Pittsburgh sad Research or_letter Schoole
(RIIS) Under which the Individually Piescribed Instruction ( I) program

developed, at LRDC was field tested and.disseminat d by lBS.

noteworthy. First, thi Cooperative Research Act bad authority_for
Several features of the competitions held in - 63-66 are

tinittaCte_but not grants (an,oddiry that was corrected in 1965).
ROMVer, the competitions followed a grants philosophy. The guidelines

were extremely generali_and no- attempt was made to-specify center_

missions in advance. Thus, the burden was on the applicant to make a

4
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case -why a particular mission was of hiigh significance for edimationaI

improvement, and the cogency of this argument was a prile aspect of

proposal evaluation.

Second. the program was limited largely to universities. Under the

Cooperative Research Att OnlY_Uhilteraities,colleges. and state

education agencies were for tupport. With the passage of IREA

In 1965.- other groupi_bedake eligible. Although- ppIications were

received from many other greblik. MO non=university proposal was ever

approved. (An apparent ektiptiOn._the National Center_for Higher
Education Management Systems bee *touted under e=different program and

later transferred to the Center Program0

Third. proposal' Mete evaluated_ by_a distiniuished panel of

educe ors and social scientists,_ chaired hy,Relph,W. Tyler. After

roman _proposale the- panel Mat to select the most promising. The panel

tide th made site visits before making its final- recommendations:

]

Several aspects of the manner in which the program was organised

and managed While it eta in the U. S.i_Office of Education are also

worthy of comment. OE was organise&by,program_entities rather than by

Substantive areas. The centers were allmanaged by the R&D Center

Branch, whicb never_bad Writ than three senior professionals. Thus the

staff played generaliet roles, each monitoring several centers in_ S

diverse mission areas._ Panels of outtiAe experts were established to

provide continuing evaluations.

Since -the centers were established over a period of several years

and at different tifies_of the year; they began with staggered time and

funding commitments. At that tine OE racked authority to write more__

than a one-year_dentract, so the program, made moral commitments for-five

years. but funding leveisAvere decided on a yeari-to-year basis.

It eas soon learned.that staggered renewal 'da es were -very difficult

to manage.t The program was givens specific budge authorization each

year. Ak_cotitrett renewals were made during the course of -the fiscal year,

degrees of freedom were exhausted forJsaking funding decisions on those

the -first fee funding ziods. contract years were adjUsted so_that *11
contracts coning up for renewal at the end of the,yeer. Consequently_ after

funding deciefUdi for la were made at the same tile._ This point

bears on the oft=made asse ion that centers have been funded non-competitively

since_their Original *stabil nt. Nhile,it is true chet-organizations

outside the program have nit had an opportunity to- become federally. funded

R&D centers. -there has always been a yearly competition, among centers for

allocatien of funds from the center budget, and in !oat years there was

additional competition between centers and laboratories.

In addition, a "th,ree-fiveplana was adOpted under 'bleb major
evaluationaMare conducted in the third year to detereine whether the

center should receive an additional five=i,ear coemitaent or be- phased

out (Mason. 1968)..; This is essentially the same plan adopted by the
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National Institute of_Edddatift in its InatttutionaI support policy of

1979(NIEi 1979). Under tide policy a cycle of major reviews -was

conducted, as a result Of Shia a moral:comatment for an additicihal

five years oEsupport was extended to the centers at Pittsburgh,_Oregon,

Wisconsin, Texas, Stelae-VI, U.C. Berkeley, U.C.L.A., MEM And Johns

Hopkins, while support WO discontinued for the centersat Harvard,_

Georgia, and North Carolina State.

An additional feature of the first cycle of major_revieWa was its

linkage to a program for the construction of educational research facilities.

As a result of positive program evaluations.. Asodern research facilities were

bait for the centers at Pittsburgh, Wisconsin, and Stanford..

The centers established during theU.S. Office of Education era had

certain things in common:

o All were units within universities, with the exception of

HOTS.

O Cost Sharing was expeeted, but no standards for this were

ever established.

o There WAS a double layer of management, i.e. center managers

and university managers. The university was paid its

regular indirect cost rate, but some managerial functions

were charged-to direct costs. However,-some of shase were

.off-set through cost sharing.
. _

o All centers augmented their staffs with non -faculty

appointments.

The centers also varied in some respectS

o Some were housed administratively in the school of education

While others were placed elsewhere.

o Some had a high proportion of faculty staff while others

had a high proportion of research associates and other

non-faculty staff. i)

o Some made efforte to become involved with local

schools.ant to disseminia"their findings and products,

while others made minimal efforts in this direction.

During the period of OE adMinistration, the R&D centers were

managed by a branch within the Laboratory Division: Ever sAnce that

time there his been a tendency to treat the laboratories and centers' as

if they were one. program, AlthOugh strong arguments can be made that

they ought to be separated. In the t two sections the history of

tpolicy, changes wilt be described for -41tombined'programs, since they '-

were in fact dealt with in this fashion.
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1971=791--Trogram-Purchase-PolicriATIE

' With the passage of Iegislatinn establishing the.National Institute
of Education, pIansmate made for the transition of major research
programa from OE to NIE. In preparation for the transition a major
-evaluation of the IabOratories and centers was planned. TWoteams of
evaluation experts were funded to produce ilternative_designs. A design
developed by the team headed by Nichael Scriven Was chosen (Scriven,
1971). This design called for a series of Specialist Panels,to review
programs in epecific substantive areas. This represented a paitial.

solution to the "apples and` oranges probiem". in prior years funding
allocations had been made-on the basis of comparing centers in different

mission areas. In this evaluation, at. east in the first ptage, center
and lab programs in the,same subatantive field.weie compared. Specialist

panel recommendations then Trent to a Naster.Panel, Which hid to reconcile
all the recommendations in ite final advice to the Director_of NIE. (This

process was begun under the auspices of'Orand completed under NIE.)

Under the Scriven Plan this apparatus was to be kept in piece, and
the Institute would codtinue to be concerned about the labs and centers
as institutions:. however, both prograla had been under fire since their
inauguration, and the new leadership was coMMitted to the concept of
competition as the mechanism of quality assurance."_As a coniequence a
"program purchase", policy vie instituted under Which each lab and center
program was allocated to' an appropriate NIE-uilt and monitored by an
NIE specialist who was an expert in that field. The lab or center retained

no s ecial status with regard to further funding but would -have to compete

wi oiher organizations for.eupport of each activity.

This arrangement had the aftentage of.groupingsiMiIar programs and

projects for monitoring purposte__There was no concern with whether the
activities in eadh_dtganiteitiOnedded up to. some larger whole, and so no
mechanism-vas retained for viewing the .;rganizations holistically. This

lack af_attentien:te_bUilding the organizational infrastructuruof educational
research was ironic in.that.one of NIE's legislativvmandates was to "build

an effectiVe ieedarth.and development system" ««'= 4BS of the Oeneial

Education. Provieihne Att).

During thie_peried there was a tendencyjor NIE monitors, feeling

a lack of ownership,. to be hostile or indifferent to_
increasing

programs

ihey were monitoring, _AA ihe leatitute.itseIf came under creasing

criticism (Sproul et,ii,1979) and deblining budgets becamWthe order,

1410

of the day, the -push Was on_to-dOrease4ab a center funding so is-to

release sCirde_funda_fbr other purpoats; To °outer this move; the labs

and centers tedetbled their_ efforts 'to apply Iiticii pressure to

earmark a portion Of the PIE budget for labs and centers: Thus the .(

Intent of the_PrOgtaM4Urthase policy of placing-labs and centers on -the

same competitiVe footing as other organizations was thearted. The final

dendultnt was a reversal of the program purchaieipOlicy.4 _..

\ \



1979=83: Institutional-Sumort_Policy4_NIE

The_piriod 1975-78 was a longtransitionaI period Miring which

ME'S policy towerclthe labs and centers was re-examined_and ultimately

. changed; In 1975 a group of consultants chaired by'Reeld,Cikpbell was'

convened to examine the -R&D _Fundina_Policies_of the Natiotallbstitute

of-- Education- (HIS 1975). This group felt that special institutional
relationships were quite appropriate, but that lIE ehOdltconsider a
broader array -than the_ two represented by the existing labs and centers.

They-also felt ther:there was a wide range of quality. *WE-sae:it-0*in the

progress and_projectsrd the labs and centers and that the Institute

Should undertake a thorough process of evaInatioi to determine Which

Organisations should be granted specie' status; The National _Council on

; resolution--in July, 1976 Implementing, these recolAindAtieht.
-Education Research (ICES), NIEs policy-saking body, adopted a

NeanwhiIe the Congress decided that it wanted an independent look

aethe issue; As part of the legislations:Mending NIE't authorisation
in 1976, Congress established a panel of educators., to review and report

on the 17 regional eduCational laboratories:and research and development
centers; -In first an interim report and then_A final report, this group

strongly endorsed the "concept of research and development centers-and

regional educational laboratories and affirms the importance of main-

taining and imaroving the stability.and quality -of existing institutions ":

The panel recommended that the Institute enter into long=term

institutional
agreementswith seven of the nine center* and 'even of the eight laboratories,

and recommended appropriate planning or.ettengthening else& at such an

agreement for the others (Panel..1979)..

Concurrent with the Panel's deliberations, VIE had daunted a

comprehensive review proctes for deteraining special- relationship
status. The,whole process was capped by the issuance of an admin.-

istrative directive in January 1979i "LongtermSpecial Institutional
Agreements with the Seventeen Existing Laboratories and Centers" (NIE

1979), and the selection of institutions VI receive five-year commitments

and three-year contracts beginning in DecemleriA979;

Also during 1979 Nu was reorganised, resulting in the current

configuration of programi and' units; TheRAD'Center Program per se was

not reinvented; _Rather, center progress continued to be monitored by

relevant units throughOUt the Institute; However, each center wah_also

assigned an institutional monitor (/11)_who was responsible for dealing

with top management -of the center and Coordinating the work of NIe_

Program monitors. _A Laboratory and Center Coordinator was establithed

in the Office of the Director to coordinate both programs at the

Institute level; Thisi the Institute had a dual set of organizatie.and

management arrengementi: regular line divisions with supervisory

authority, and a cross-cutting set of lab/center reporting lines haVing

coordinAting responsibilities only;
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ire-the-Conters-been Programmatic?

It.. If there has been one leitmotif in the many evaluations's:1f R&D
centers it -has been that some centers, at some points in their history,
have'been collections of projects rather than true mission-focused
programs; Support for the Harvard R&D Center was discontinued for
precisely this reason, not because of the 'quality of Its work. Harvard
argued-that any attempt to'plan or coordinate research had a negative
impact on the work and that the nature of research was such that it
required a maximum of principal.investigator.autonomy and flexibility
(Herzog, 1972). On,the other hand, the government argued that it could
support individual projects more cheaply in its other programs, andif
it.was going to pay for, the managerial apparatus of a center then the
Managers should atteMpt to, integrate the work of the'center.

The same Janie was still with us as recently as 1982. The
Education Department's Service Delivery Assessment' concluded that

AboUt half of the Centers appeared to be guided by a very
stfong sense of purpose with respectto influencing policymaking
and practice in their respective areas oringWiry. Other
Centers appeared conscious of the ultiMate effects of their
R&D efforts, but their avowed mission was more one of doing
high quality research_and taking a more passive approach to
influencing policy making and practice. (Education
Department,. 1982)

It is legitimate to ask whether program management is possible, or
whether educational R&D is still a_cottage industry. Part of the answer
Iles in the perception that some:of the centers have apparently
succeeded in this endeavor. The history of the Pittsburgh Center's
search for integrative approaches is instructive. LRDC began with the
linear conception of research common in the 601,0, but soon found that
there were difficult communication gaps between researchers: and .

practitioners. The _emergence of the- new role of the curriculum developer
as- someone who moved be& and forth between the worlds of the researcher
and the_practitioner showed promise for a time. As the Center grew larger,
sub=division into,programs seemed necessary, but created new schiiis as
Wall. An /attempt at_ matrix-management emphasized Interdependencies and
interconnections ratherthan_hierarchies. Graduallythere emerged an
"epistemIc community" which held_ahsred criteria as to what was relevant
tO_LRDC'e work and as to standards of judgment; Oolzner and
Salmon -Cox, 1977):

Clearly there are many different aspects to this issue.

o How can different research projects be coordinated?

o How, can the several RDD&E functions-be integiated?
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o HOW can researchers from different disciplines contribute
to the solution of specified problems in mutually supportive
and cumulative mays?

o Row can research be made relevant to practice; and how can
education problems be stated in researchable terms?

These can all be seen as both problems in the development of
educational research and as problems of research organisation and
management. Modern theories of organization and management have
departed quits radically from traditional theories (Weick1979i March,
1976). Riper/once has certainly shown that in educational research
the element of uncertainty is very large and that the ability of any
grouito specify in detail the tatki and costs of its work for long
periods is highly questionable at best.

We must conclude that our:knowledge of how to organize and - manage
'programmatic R&D is still rudimentary. The Centers Program should be
considered as a continuing. est Of the hypothesis that through careful
planning and management, it Is,Possible to organize large scale
interdisciplinary.eff its for the accomplishment of educational

_

objectives. There is no assumption that this is a linear protest, and
It is recognized that there is a large element of uncertainty. What is
involved As an organi ational commitment to an ongoing effort to
integrate activities. f a center and search for synergy. Plinnittneeds
to be based on new pe spectives on organizations and_planning hich
streams the emergent nature of organizational action (Clark, MoXibbin,
and Makes. 1980 and 1981).

Given the fact that some Centers seem to have succeeded to'a degree
in organizing their work programmatically, RIR would doyen V, initiate
an "effective centers" research program in order to explicate those
approaches Which appear to work best in given contexts and for research
areas in different stages of maturity.

The Locus of Initiative' Issue

TWo contradictory_priiiciples have been enunciated at various times
concerding_Who_should determine the sissions.and research agendas of
centers, OUe_is that' "the'_one Who pays the piper should call-thi tune'.
Thin perspective is related to the Inetitute!s accountability_for the
expenditure of public funds. PUrthermore thatholejederal_planning and
budgeting process is structured around the statement of goals and
objectives, thich suggests that government program managers must specify
that-the hinds are to be used for.

011 the other_hand, the norms of the scientific community favor
arrangements thigh give the primary responsibility for identifying
needed research,and designing appropriate projects toinvestigators in
the field. Studies. in the history and\sociology of science support this



view. Particulariy_given the fact that educational research is
still an Immature field. the government should try to find creative
sparks and fan them while eschewing all attempts to dictatethe content
of research:Projects (according to this view).

The government has often been faulted for "Hip-flopping" on this
issue, and this has been cited as a source of instability by the
centers. Indeed, one can find proponents of both points of view at the
present time. We hear both that we should depend on field initiative,
and that the work supported should be responsive to the Secretary's
priorities.

There are two concepts which can help us deal with this tension.
In tile first place, the centers can be seen as one part of a portfolio
Of retina-rob and related activities dealing with a particular Wiicsal
problem. A typicali_research program at NIE might be compoted of an R&D
center and/or one or more center programs; one or more laboratory

!

programs, a grants rogram, and some contracts. These funding
mechanisms represen the complete range of government/field initiatives.
Grants_represent th support of field initiated work; contracts are
procured to achieve specific governmental purposes; lab programs (at the--
present time) represent work vhich iaundertaken as a resulta a
process of regional eeds assessment and program design.

The basic_concep.7_of what e_center_ehoUld'i_be,aUggeitS that the
Institute should "lean" toward_the field initiative pole._ For the
government is proposing to fund_organitations ihich have the capability
to manage a_process of\prOblem idehtification41 program design, and
implementation. The government is supporting_not only the specific
projects and programs, but-also the organizational capacity to manage
complexundertakings.\ HOweveM, Within this tontexti there.is plenty
of roon'for negotiation between NIE and center management and for the
development of cooperatiVe arrangements.

.

The second concept which may be helpful is that of levels -of
specificity. When the centers were originally funded under the
Cooperative Research Act, no attempt was madelto specify even the most
general missions forthe centers. Proposers Were invited to identify

..._Mdd_justify their own missions, and the persuasiveness of their case was
an important part ofthe proposal evaluation process. In the current
competition there is relatively little controversy concerning the
government's need to 'specify the general missions of the centers to be
funded; the issue is bow far It should go in specifying the programs...
projects,_tasks,RAD functions; organizational structure. etc. within
that mission area. One suggestion is that mission statements
might go one step down_the scal2cof generality from general mission, but
no- further. However, this issue- remains an important one to be
Addressed by the Study Groups.



A_Potpourri_of_Additional_Issues-

Problems of_Dniversity_Sponsorship. Almost all centers have been
sponsored by universities wadi under current-etatuatory constraints thit
situation can be expected to' continue._11hat are the endemic problems of
this context?

A. The norms governing individual faculty promotion vs; the
organizational norm of programmatic research in centers

B. The norms of academic departments vs. those of
professional schools

C. Administrative piers-
school of education

of the center in or outside of the

D. Ability_to attract faculty from relevant schools and
departments

E. The .mix of research; development; demonstration;
''dissemination and technical assistance functions
undertaken by a center )

F. The min of fitU14 and -;fin- faculty appointments

G. Relationships to resfitth and pragpitioner communities and
organizations outside.the univer ty

Critical Mass vs. Net46rk Sponsorship, The notion of a "critical
Mikatift_tif talent vas central'_ to- the original_centers. - It was-never.
thought that any center. would-have all the "best people"-on. its staff,
but that there- would -be a sUffitient concentration of good people from
a_variety of disciplinary backgrounds that their interaction would be
highly_ productive. COrrently there are those Oho would like to leave
open the question Of whether a. center should be entirely in one place,
i.e. it might be. "multi=nucleated" Or_a network of individuals.
However; it is very difficult to coordinate the work of-staff -at one
site;, given multiple sites the difficulties toutik_by orders of magnitude.
Networks of individuals are very relevant fed. some purposes, but NIE has
other.means of supporting such_attiVities and_it.is questionable thethef-
it should blur the center-concept by introducing such flexibility.

The-Relationship of Research -and Practice. While research.is
viewed as the primaty_reaponeibility.of centers, each must Woe some
strategy for seeking to improve educational pradtice. Considerations:

_

A. What wodel.or framework Underlies the organiZatiOn Of the
center's work? How to.avoid the_Scylla and_Charyibdii_tif,
of linear_tdp=dOwn models and naive interactive models?
Linear models are new widely rejected, but iri the view of

12
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the present authorthe_problemi of interactive models are
not well undeFstood. For. example:

of/t is fine to say;that researchers and practitioners
should have (status) parity, but naive to -think that they
have the' sane kinds of expertideva division oflabor is
needed under-which they address themselves to different
aspectsAf the problem.

.o Interactive.models tend to deteriorate into exclusive
-concern with local improvemont to the exclusion of the
search for generalizable knowledge and for ways to Mike
that knowledge'useful tO:those in other contexts. in
extreme form they reduce to the idea that- every
practitioner must invent,his or her own wheel.

8. DOB the mix of SAD functions represent the 'vertical
integration" of these functions (1.6. the center tette
responsibility for the full range of fUndtiOnt). or do44 it
'Concentrate on -.a limited range of functiOns while arranging
With other or inizations to undertake others?

0

. What kindi of working relationships does the center hS*6
With ithOols and'schooI districts, state and intermediate
edObatIon agencies. regional laboratories, professiOnal
associations. etc.?

D. DO the tactics for iducatiOnal improvement emphasize
4AfOreatitiii_dissemination. technical assistance, or
professional develgpment?.

.1418O0IngHthe Criteria of Scientific Quiltty_and__Educational
Significance. The _truth -tests and utility tests of researchers and
practitionue are- drawn frOM different frameworks (Weiss:and Bucuvalas.
1980); Bow. ''as the center attempt to reconcile and integrate these

`framedarks? What mecheidlide diiii_the center employ to ensure quality
and relevance of its work? '11040 it employ an advisory group and if so
what kinds of people are appointed to it?

JURLProgramAanagement-Ieidet

iseponsibility-forAbhittirine Centers andCenter__Programs._
Currently the_prograamHOLdentere are monitored brdifferent units in

The_imetitutionalitiftitet May the same' or a different unit.
In some cases, these shits ere-ell Within One_division; but.in others

are spread throughaut the InatitUt-; this raises an interesting
question; If the work ,of 0 center id ppesed_to be integrated around
a_specific mission; how can it be. that te6attiVities_are'so diverse that
they can be monitored by different NIB units? While it is quite possible.
for a program to hive dual relevance (e.g./e program on teaching
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mathematics is concerned with both curriculum and pedagory), such an
arrangement seemaNto discount the importance of center missions, The
implication is that the assn focus of programmatic integration is at the
pg0gram level not the institutional level.

,

This isprObabIy an instant& in which an arrangement that made
sense for monitoring the laboratories (because their programs are quite
diverse) was applied to the centers uncritical* If the missions of
the new centers are to be taken seriously; thoughtful consideration
ahead be given to Laving each center: cored by a single program
unit. Vhere programs have a grantee it would be quite possible
to estebIlsh a liaison relati ith the second unit; In any case
it is doubtful that the present system of assignintan institutional
monitor is a-sufficient Integrative mechanism. Institutional monitors
tend to stay in the background except at times of major reviews-and have
:limited leverage in dealing with program monitors. In roost cases it is
not a eupervisory relationship.)

/Separate Policies and__Arranzements for-Labs -and Centers-, Fur many
yetre "labeandcenters" has been one word in the lexicon of government
program managers. qefe if they are different kinds of organizations
with different purposes. do they not need different policies and
procedures?

_ Research Policy or InstitutionaI_PoItcyt At the present time VIE
tends to be preoccupied with issues of institutional arrangements; not
educational research problems. A "figure/ground reversal" may be
required, Ifebole centers are embedded in research programs and are
perceived to be one element in the portfolio of that program; then
substantive issues will come to the fore and and institutional and
program management issues, important as they are, will become the
ground. It_would still be necessary to have consistent policies and
procedures for dealing with centerse and a Center Coordinator in the
Office of the Director could take thie'responsibility.

Lens Term vs. Short Term Considerations. At the core of the RAD
center concept is the dollitsent to_a_mission over relatively large

1 blocks of tile. The centers are asked to develop long range plans which
are progressively refined_duridg the_period of PIE'S support. Over the
years_the government ham been faulted many tines for changing signals in
mid-gtreass and asking the centers to pursue some_hornew topic. Given

° changes in political adminis rations -and top leadership some of this may
be inevitable, and some fl ibility is desirable. -Sat perhaps the41::

portfolio concept can help ;o ameliorate this problem. _Centers need to
be seen as "long term inveettente While projects (Whether funded by
'grants or contracts) are "short term s"._ Oheiousl#0 for such
an approach to be viable, it -Will be necessa to heft an NII L
appropriation Which is more balanced in its_a ocation of fUnde to long
and short term activities. Also pertinent-here is a recommendation of _

the White Rouse Science Council: that. "...the Congress and the Office of
Msnagient and Budget authorize funding for RAD programs on_a
predictable multiyear basis so that staffing levels and research

14
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activities at the Pederal_laboratories can be properly planned" (Federal
Laboratory Review Board, 1983).

Conclusion

_ This_paper bas attempted-to present a sense of the historyof_
federal efforts to support .major RAD centers in education_and of the
major- issues faced in 1983 as the National Institute of Education faces
decisions_coi0.Ting the future directiOns of the.rogram. In helping
to fulfill its Impossibility to build an offectiire system for
edcuations E1E_shciuld direct_some oUlts atmitedly rco_resources
toward the- empirical study of those lipOrtant program salsa and
managment issues.
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